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STRUCTURING THE ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION 
TO SOLVE THE INFORMATION PROBLEM
By: Ben W. Brion, Consulting Engineer 
7233 Emerson Avenue South 
Richfield 23, Minnesota
SUMMARY
The handling and use of vast and diversified information in today's science and business, can no longer be thought of as "just a communication problem". It is a management problem. The theme presented here is not offered as a panacea for ASTIA or other automated retrieval systems. Rather it is directed toward informa­ tion management in the functional technical organization.
A Research or Engineering Manager wants t;o oe sure that the organization re­ ceives pertinent information and that is is immediately channeled to those who need it.
The consequence of not meeting information needs are a number of costly losses. Existing ideas wi^ 1 oe reinvented. Work will be duplicated in different departments or divisions. Failure to capitalize on internally generated ideas.
Individual inefficiencies will result. Not so obvious, is lowered morale, re­ sulting in the loss of good people. Tragically it happens before it is seen.
There are a number of barriers to solving this problem ... psychological, sociological and structural. However, there are a number of approaches to overcom­ ing these barriers. Of the three, the simplest, most effective, and controllable is to change the organization structure by adding a communication function or discipline at the lowest level.
The guidelines for designing the structure are listed. A typical diagram is shown. A pilot plan and implementation is suggested with emphasis on certain key points.
How the new structure benefits the Manager, as well as the professional employee, is clearly shown, and the economic gain to the organization is estimated*
There are many other benefits of this new system. Increased efficiency due to elimination of duplication in searches and storage; cross fertilization of ideas from many sources; central sources for retention of valuable experience is provided; elim­ ination of haphazard communication and non-essential niangerial paper work; reduction of distortion in transmissions of material; and, last, but not least, a truely inte­ grated organization can result.
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"Bismark is quoted as saying, "If I want a Minister of Education all I need is 
a aan with a long white beard, but if I want a Chef I need a nan of infinite genius'*, 
Often we wonder if we are Ministers or Chefs, Managers or Specialists. Are we keep­ 
ing up with the state of the art? Do we ever dream of tackling another interesting 
discipline . •• even if we have the talent? To do such things requires acre depth 
and breadth than we can individually command »•• assistance in finding, assimilat­ 
ing and applying the collective intellect of man to the problems we face* In short, 
we face today the age old but increasingly complex problem of mem in moving down 
from the trees and up to the moon commnicatiocK
Today 8 s technical information is massive. It's growth exponential. There is 
literally a flood of military technical documents., reports, Journals, magazines, 
proceedings, abstracts, methods, thesis and books• Add to this such internal In­ 
formation as correspondence, reports and data and the staggering total produces a 
crisis in conmunicating information, The hand] ing and use of such vast information 
in today 1 s science and business can no longer be thought of as, "Just a communica­ 
tion problem", It is a management problem*
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Professor Elton May said, "We have passed beyond the stage of human organiza­ 
tion in which effective communication and collaboration were secured by established 
routines of relationships". We are moving into ah adaptive society. Change is the 
order and necessity for survival* Iffv
This paper Is not offered as a panacea for ASTIA, STABS or other automated 
retrieval systems* Bather, the new approach is directed toward adapting and modi­ 
fying the technical organization's structure to more adequately handle its informa­ 
tion needs.
THE ENGINEERING MANAGER'S HEEDS
The Technical Manager of a project wants timely receipt of all necessary per­ 
tinent Information by his engineers. How can he be sure this is done without doing 
it himself?
Basically, he must assure two actions which are within his sphere of control: 
(1) find the relevant information; and, (2) insure its immediate transmission to 
those who need lt«
THE OOHSEftUEHCES OF HOT MEETDP IHPORMATIOH HEEDS
Scientists and Engineers face a situation where they are working on problems 
for which a solution may already have been found* This relnventlon is costly. 
Quite often commercial projects duplicate the military • In large companies the 
same work may be repeated at a later date by a different department or even in the 
same department due to lack of adequate records and communication. This causes em­ 
barrassing loss of tins*
Quite often valuable ideas are generated in one deparbMot but are not shon 
to top management*
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^Insufficient inter-department communication results in lost knowledge: a re­ 
search department fails to pass on its findings to the development group. Such an 
information monopoly can exist when any one man vho knows certain answers does not 
volunteer his information in solving a problem that is not his direct concern*
Lowered morale is another result of poor communication which can cause a high 
turnover in personnel.
BARRIERS TO ACCOMPLISHING IMPROVED COMMUNICATIONS
Bhe blocks or barriers to solving this communication's problem are numerous. 
They are structural, sociological and psychological. The actual organization struc­ 
ture is the formal framework within which each man works. The formal channels 
should handle the majority of the information* Where they are inadequate, self- 
made informal channels-1-may tend to develop to supplement them. However, inadequate 
structure is often not by-passed since, as Managers develop their consciousness of 
status, their self-interest in maintaining artificial control causes them to block, 
upward or bilateral, information flow except through them*
A sociological block develops when the individual professional employee de­ 
velops a boss (status) consciousness which materially stops communications* This 
occurs particularly where the boss lacks empathy.
Professional workers have vastly different training and experience .•• includ­ 
ing language concepts and meanings •.. and hence psychological blocks may develop 
among these heterogeneous peers. To compound the problem the inability of the 
Manager to assess individual information needs, the communications flow*
Another barrier lies in the sheer bulk of the information which must be sur­ 
veyed to extract all pertinent fact. When all these blocks are interposed in a 
probabilistic manner, enough of them are simultaneous, to render most communication 
very inefficient.
APPROACHES TO OVERCOMING THE BARRIERS
There are a number of possible approaches to overcoming these commraunication 
barriers. The first which should be considered is special training for the Manager. 
This could improve conditions but he may have some inherent limitations (such as 
time and. desire) which could seriously hinder improvement.
Another approach is to train the professional worker. The liklihood of success 
of this approach is less since he lacks the necessary ingredient of control.
Finally, the structure of the organization can be changed. The simplest, most 
effective, means of doing this is to add a communication function or discipline. 
A Technical Information Specialist, placed as a staff assistant in first level, is 
structurally integrated with other organizational elements. This approach has the 
most promise of eliminating the blocks to communication.
GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNING THE STRUCTURE
The activities and the operating areas of all the technical groups should be 
analyzed. Special consideration should be given the identification of redunant or
overlapping interests
Hext, a study of the inter -department communication paths should be 
la areas where complexity and high information flow or bottlenecks shew up, a com­ 
munication specialist should be added. The job specification should be written to 
meet the needs indicated by the study. For effectiveness i;he communication 
specialist should report directly to the task manager of the group but, should have 
continuous contact with the prime source in the organization for generating external. 
information. The line Managers should be given soioe training on now to use the In­ 
formation Specialist* Frequent formal meetings should be set xp for contact between 
all Information Specialists. This is necessary to ere vent r,he "ask manager from 
using the specialists to just keeping hi® informed ? defaatiru? - V-.P % ^oader nforma 
tion and communications needs of the organization*
\ SAMPLE OF THE STRUCTURE
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WHAT THIS HEW STRUCTURE WILL DO
The new structure (Figure 1) will overcome many of the Communication r-r-xers. 
In a positive way it will accomplish many of the following needs:
!• Assists individuals who become lax in keeping up with the 
state of the art.
2. Aids members in laying out searches and preventing duplication.
3* Integrates knowledge of other groups and gains their co-operation*
k. Abstracts articles common to all*
5. Prevents information being hoarded or monopolized.
6. Aids in verification of information and thus prevents verification 
lag.
7« Helps plan information channels on each project.
8. Relieves the Manager of the details of processing information 
which could be done by another.
9. Keeps policy, procedures and engineering logs current.
a10. Provides management with feedback and helps upward communication.
11. Keeps files of competitive products.
12. See that libraries are efficient (many are not).
13. Aids in technical paper presentation.
Ik* Aids in military proposal writing.
15* Improves creative climate.
DANGERS AND PrJFALLS
As in any system it is well to look at pitfalls envisioned and try to provide 
for them. ' Because of the informal ties across the board and to the external in­ 
formation group, the lower level supervisors and managers may develop an unfavorable 
attitude until the system is proved. There may be some uncooperative professional 
workers in the beginning. Group attitudes to change are usually negative.
The real keys to making the system work is the desire of management and the 
ability of the information specialist. If failure occurs it will be in not picking 
the right man for the job. The importance of selling the whole system can be under- 
estimated, resulting in the loss of integration across the board. Authority or de­ 
cision making should not in any way be taken away from the manager. Also, the pro­ 
fessional worker's personal responsibility to see that he geets needed information 
should not be passed on to the Information Specialist.
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Last, but not, legist, the structure should not be used as a judgment of in­ 
dividual worth! That is , management by objectives should not be replaced by 
management through hearsay. Derogatory values passed on by an unguarded tongue, 
should not be used as a jusgment of any individual. With proper care, and using 
feedback to check conditions, these dangers can be avoided.
SUGGESTED PILOT FLAN
Make a fully worked out company pilot plan and program on paper. Pick an 
average technical department for the pilot implementation. Specify all duties of 
the information specialists and carefully pick a qualified person. A series of 
Educational Conferences between the Managers and the Specialists in which each one 
works out his objectives, can be compared with the general theoretical objective 
stated in the tentative plan. Modify the plan depending upon constraints and re­ 
sources availab3.e»
Be sure to align the self-interest of the Manager to overall company object­ 
ives with regard to information objectives.^ Put the company library in the picture . 
Set the plan in operation and require an informal feedback reporting system to the 
information department and manager to correct any faults. After several months 
experience in one group the system can be expanded to other technical groups.
CONCLUSIONS
The information discipline must be directed as a service to the professional 
man and not as a special administrative assistant to the Manager. The work should 
be run on a "management by objective"^philosophy. The individual chosen to fill 
the discipline must have the correct qualifications.
The information discipline should be structured into each technical group and 
co-ordinated with the organizations 1 external information service group. The trend 
in organizations is to have the span of responsibility replace the so called Span 
of Control. Under the span of responsibility concept the number of men reporting 
to one individual is much greater than before. Therefore, each Manager can give . 
less time to each man, for transmitting information. Thus, the inclusion of an 
information function makes the span of responsibility more effective and broader.
Management must be so organized that the problem solver or Professional Em­ 
ployee is most effective,9 TO structure the organization by inserting an informa­ 
tion function in each group is a powerful tool for doing this. Starting in one 
group first, as a pilot plan, then it can be enlarged through the whole organiza­ 
tion. A training program is necessary for the Information Professional.
The intangible gains are many, yet are hard to value. The costs are obvious. 
Top management wants to know that the value achieved is more than the costs. The 
Field of Information Economics bas only recently been developed as a part of the 
business systems field.
The scientist h$s been given many elaborate tools to aid him in his work. 
A careful analysis of his activities indicated his unfilled needs are in the area
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CONCLUSIONS -.(Coat.), 
where hu&an judgment and discrimination are necessary*
Life is brief but art is longer
So the sages say in sooth 
Nothing could be worse or wronger
Than to doubt the ancient truth 
Endless volumes, larger, fatter
Prove man's intellectual climb 
But in essence it f s a matter
Just of having lots of time •
Give me half a dozen monkeys
Set them to the lettered keys 
And instruct these simeon flunkies
Just to hit them as they please 
Lo; the antropoid plebians
Toiling at their careless plan 
Would in course of countless aeons
Duplicate an information plan.
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